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BACKGROUND In January of this year the Linguistics Research
Center held its first demonstration of an operational system for experimental translation oF languages. We prepared n limited set of test data and used a pre-selected input text to demonstrate the operational status of computer programs in the system. I shall discuss briefly the model on which the translation system is based and the preparation of lin-1 guistic data used in the demonstration.
LINGUISTICS RESEARCtl CENTER
Two principal obiectives at the Linguistics Research Center have been the development of a generalized automatic translatiun system and the development of a linguistics computer system consisting of programs designed to facilitate the collection and maintenance of data for the translation system [7] . In addition to these objectives, we have undertaken related studies in information retrieval and automatic classification [1, 2] . The philosophy behind our research effort may be characterized as one of seeking general solutions to language description and translation as opposed to one of designing specialized Chinese, English, German, Hebrew) Russian and Spanish.
We are also maintaining data for independent) non-supported rescarch in Hindi and Old Saxon.
We have just begun maintaining data for Japanese. Plans are being made to add
French to the data in the Linguistics Research System in the near future.
LINGUISTICS RESEARCII SYSTEM
The Linguistics Research System is a hierarchical system of computer programs) which, in addition to programs in the experimental translation system, includes programs designed to support a stratified description of language data TOS|I 10 We define the equivalence of these two expressions by writing the bi-directional transformation Tx: 
Figure 7 
TRANSLATION OUTPUT
After all translation data have been collected and compiled for a given test corpus, the next step is to verify the data in the computer system by attempting to carry out automatic translation. As in the case of automatic analysis, we expect translation output corresponding at least to the target language structures for which we have set up translation rules. That is, we expect in the case of successful translation an output which resembles within satisfactory limits the human translation given as the ideal goal. There may be, in addition, various alternative paraphrases, but the content should be essentially the same. The more likely case in the beginning stages, naturally, is partial success mixed with failure.
Our first output for German to English translation is given in Appendix C. The unsatisfactory quality in this example is the result of a combination of program errors and inadequate linguistic data. Word-for-word output would produce results quite similar to this sample.
Receiving such results, we referred back to the appropriate sentence diagrams and lists of translation rules to reconstruct the rules necessary for we11-formed output.
A subsequent run with the needed additional translation 3 rules is displayed in Appendix D.
If we compare the computer translation (Appendix D) with tile human translation (Appendix B), they appear quite similar at first glance, as indeed we should hope they would be.
A closer inspection, however, reveals numerous differences. Some of these result from weaknesses in description as limited by the model, while some result from the alternatives implicit in the descriptive data --alternatives which the model is designed to cope with.
In the first or title paragraph, the German title is constructed in the framework of a prepositional phrase beginning with ueber. Since the human translation was prepared without a preposition, transformation rules were set up to delete the preposition accordingly in the computer version of the English output. This is probably not advisable, however, since in the syntactic model there for producing an output identical with that of the human translation, it is interesting that the system picked instead an alternative paraphrase (and a potentially confusing one) which was more similar to the syntax of the original German input. The system's choice was made on the basis of certain probability parameters available to it and with which we are in continual experimentation.
It is not surprising that the system selected such an alternative, for we expect such to be the case in the present model. What is interesting, however, is the fact that a choice was available even within the limited data set which we prepared for these few paragraphs. 
On comparing the computer and human versions of the
English translation with the German version, the reader is reminded that nowhere are any corpus data stored explicitly in the translation system of programs.
Only raw corpus data in the source language are fed in as input to the analysis programs in the system. The analysis and synthesis programs use grammatical descriptions in both languages with attendant transformation/translation rules to produce output in the target language from the analysis-transfer-synthesis cycle.
Perhaps a passing observation is in order.
The term transformational) borrowed from mathematics) is a term generally applicable to any process of mapping equivalences of one structure onto another and so is applicable to all levels of linguistic description.
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